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	Get up and running with Simulink with this hands-on, easy-to-read guide


	Overview

	
		Dig deep into Simulink
	
		No unnecessary theory - start modelling right away
	
		Complex concepts made easy through examples
	
		Packed with illustrations and detailed step-by-step walkthroughs



	In Detail


	Simulink is an engineer's Swiss army knife: instead of spending the day typing out complex formulas, Simulink enables you to both draw and execute them. Block after block, you can develop your ideas without struggling with obscure programming languages and you don't have to wait to debug your algorithm - just launch a simulation!


	Getting Started with Simulink will give you comprehensive knowledge of Simulink's capabilities. From the humble constant block to the S-function block, you will have a clear understanding of what modelling really means, without feeling that something has been left out. By the time you close the book, you'll be able to further extend your modelling skills without any help.


	We''ll start with a brief introduction, and immediately start placing the first blocks. Little by little, you'll build a car cruise controller model, followed by the mathematical model of a sports car in order to calibrate it. Then you'll learn how to interface your Simulink model with the external world. This book will give you an easy understanding of the tools Simulink offers you, guiding you through a complex exercise split into the three main phases of Simulink development: modelling, testing, and interfacing.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand the pros and cons of Simulink
	
		Describe your ideas using block diagrams
	
		Tune your simulation parameters
	
		Draw clean, uncluttered models by reusing the logic and subdividing it into inner blocks
	
		Run simulations with the appropriate source blocks
	
		Analyse the simulation results with the scope block
	
		Implement S-functions to reuse legacy code
	
		Interface Simulink with applications outside the MATLAB environment



	Approach


	This practical and easy-to-understand learning tutorial is one big exciting exercise for students and engineers that are always short on their schedules and want to regain some lost time with the help of Simulink.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is aimed at students and engineers who need a quick start with Simulink. Though it's not required in order to understand how Simulink works, knowledge of physics will help the reader to understand the exercises described.
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Visual Basic 6 in Easy Steps Visual Basic 6 in Easy StepsComputer Step, 2003

	
		
			Learning a programming language can be a daunting prospect at the best of times, especially for beginners, but it's books like this that make the process just a little bit easier.

		
			Visual Basic in Easy Steps is as comprehensive a guide to Microsoft's versatile programming, scripting and macro...
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Essential XML Quick Reference: A Programmer's Reference to XML,  XPath, XSLT, XML Schema, SOAP, and MoreAddison Wesley, 2001
"Finally, a complete and thorough reference book covering all of the most important XML technologies, including the latest addition (XML Schema), in one concise and consistent presentation. I will definitely have this book close at hand."
—Chris Lovett, Product Unit Manager, B2B Web Services, Microsoft
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How Secure is Your Wireless Network? Safeguarding Your Wi-Fi LANPrentice Hall, 2003
Now you can have the awesome benefits of wireless LANs without falling victim to  their notorious security flaws. Leading wireless security expert Lee Barken  shows you practical workarounds and fixes for the vulnerabilities in today's  WLANs, introduces high-security wireless protocols new to the marketplace, and  offers step-by-step instructions...
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Aqa Business for Gcse: Applied OptionsHodder Education, 2010

	This book provides information, exercises and materials to cover the learning required for the new AQA GCSE Applied Business (Double Award).


	The new GCSE qualification has several routes, but all begin with ‘Setting Up a Business’. This unit is an introduction to setting up and running a business and looks at the...
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Oracle APEX Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2012

	Have you ever wanted to create real-world database applications? In this book you’re not only getting APEX best practices, but will also take into account the total environment of an APEX application and benefit from it.


	"Oracle APEX Best Practices" will guide you through the development of real-world applications....
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Langford's Advanced Photography, Seventh EditionFocal Press, 2008
The 7th edition of Langford's Advanced Photography brings this bestselling advanced guide bang up to date. Efthimia Bilissi maintains Michael Langford's renowned level of technical detail, balancing art and technique, whilst adding information on all the latest digital technologies. This book covers it all; from cameras, lenses, digital...
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